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SUMMARY In this article, we first discuss QoS metrics of the data
networks, followed by raising the challenging problems for the next-
generation Internet with high-performance and high-quality. We then dis-
cuss how the WDM technology can be incorporated for resolving those
problems. Several research issues for the IP over WDM networks are also
identified.
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1. Introduction

Computer networks (i.e., the Internet) and telephone net-
works (and succeeding Narrowband and Broadband ISDN
networks) have evolved in different ways. A fundamen-
tal difference of two networks is to offer the connection-
oriented service or the connectionless service. The reason
of taking such different approaches can be found by observ-
ing how the network providers view the network. According
to [1], the standpoint of the Internet supporters is as follows;

The subnet’s job is moving bits around and noth-
ing else. The subnet is inherently unreliable, no
matter how it is designed. Therefore, the hosts
should accept the fact that it is unreliable and
do error control and flow control (and congestion
control) by themselves.

The above argument directly leads to the packet-switched
connectionless network. Accordingly, the control complex-
ity is put into the transport layer residing at the end hosts. A
rational behind this is;

user’s computing power has become cheap, so
that there is no reason not to put the complexity
in the hosts.

On the other hand, the telephone network puts the control
complexity in the network layer because

most users are not interested in running complex
transport layer protocols in their machines. What
they want is reliable, trouble-free service, and this
service can be best provided with network layer
connections. Furthermore, some services, such
as real time audio and video are much easier to
provide on top of a connection-oriented network
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layer than on top of a connectionless network
layer.

Those are reasons why the telephone network adopts the
connection-oriented service.
Perhaps, both standpoints above are correct in order to offer
their intended services; voice in the telephone networks and
data in the computer networks. However, we are now facing
with a rapid penetration of the Internet into the civil society
as well as the industry, and therefore we have no reasons not
to build the network suitable to the data service.
It is still not clear whether two networks will be converged,
or those will keep on working separately because of rea-
sons of existence. However, it must be true that the next-
generation Internet would not be realized without the pho-
tonic technology, which was originally developed for tele-
phone networks.
In this article, we will first review the challenging prob-
lems for the next-generation Internet to provide the high-
performance and high-quality service. We will then discuss
how the WDM technology should be contributed to resolve
those problems. Our intention is not to mention that all
those problems can be resolved by the WDM technology,
but several of problems should be coped by the upper-layer
protocols than the WDM layer. In other words, we have
several problems that the WDM layer should not treat. The
above two alternatives of connection-oriented and connec-
tionless services become very important to discuss the net-
work structure of IP over WDM networks. Experiences on
ATM networks is also helpful for choosing the appropriate
network architecture, which is summarized in the next sec-
tion.

2. Why ATM is Not Accepted as a Data Transport
Technology?

As IP (Internet Protocol) becomes a dominant networking
technology, the way for building wide are networks (WAN)
is evolving to meet the needs of data traffic. The ATM tech-
nology itself has a capability of supporting both of QoS-
guaranteed and best-effort services. See, e.g., [2], [3]. For
the QoS-guaranteed service, a connection is established be-
fore actual communication by allocating physical network
resources such as the bandwidth, in addition to the logi-
cal network resources (which correspond to the connection
identifier, VPI and VCI, in the ATM networks). Such a
mechanism is defined in CBR (Constant Bit Rate) and VBR
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Fig. 1: Classification of network services.

(Variable Bit Rate) service classes in ATM [2]. Those are in-
tended to be primarily applied for real-time traffic requiring
QoS guarantees. See Fig. 1.
For supporting data traffic, ATM defines UBR (Unspeci-
fied Bit Rate) and ABR (Available Bit Rate) service classes
where no physical network resources are explicitly allocated
to the connection. The problem is that the ATM network is
essentially connection-oriented; the connection requires the
identifier before starting the communication. It inherently
inhibits a spread use of the ATM native data communica-
tion services. It is because dominant in the current Inter-
net are short-lived connections of Web-based applications.
Here, the short-lived connection means that its life-time is
very short; after the client sends the request to the server,
the connection immediately ceases by receiving small re-
sponses (about 10 KByte response is typical in Web docu-
ment retrievals [4]), only by which we can enjoynet-surfing.
It is quite different from the conventional telephone net-
work where the connection is assumed to continue during
a few minutes or even hours after the connection is estab-
lished. In the Internet, the connection is established within
the transport layer of TCP, but it does not require the con-
nection establishment physically or even logically in the net-
work layer, since its fundamental principle is that TCP/IP
does not make any assumption on the lower-layer services
(connection-oriented or connectionless).
As an alternative, we can utilize the ATM technology as
the link layer protocol, where the ATM link is provided to
IP only as a physical link between IP routers. It is called
permanent VP or VC (PVP and PVC). In this case, how-
ever, we have competitive transport technologies such as
SONET. When comparing with SONET, ATM is just a tech-
nology that introduces the overhead, which is so-called a
cell tax [5].
During the standardization effort of the ATM technology,
another approach was invented. It utilizes the high-speed
switching technology developed for the ATM switch, and
the connection path (VP/VC of the ATM) is set up on de-
mand [6]. When the path becomes unnecessary, it is teared
down. It seems to be one ideal solution for integrating IP

(connectionless service) and ATM (connection-oriented ser-
vice). However, the signaling protocol to set up the connec-
tion path is a burden to support short-lived connections. In
the new technology of MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switch-
ing), a cloud constituted by some technology (in the current
context, ATM) is offered to the upper layer protocol by per-
manent connections. See, e.g., [7].
The service suitable to the ATM principle is probably real-
time multimedia applications requiring large bandwidth, but
it may or may not dominate in the future. At least, we are
now going towards the data networking era, and the applica-
tions we have already had are best tuned for connectionless
IP.
From discussions above, we have found several choices to
build the underlying network for IP;

1. to provide the physical link to adjacent IP routers,
2. to provide the cloud of the underlying network; e.g.,

the current standardization of MPLS,
3. to provide the cloud as the underlying network, and the

connection path is set up on demand basis; e.g., the
conventional model of IP over ATM switching, or

4. to replace IP by a new networking technology. ATM
was believed to have such an ability, but its connection-
oriented service became an obstacle.

A successful choice would be dependent on the ability to
handle short-lived connections as described before. The
only architecture that can handle those connections would
survive. From this point of view, the third and fourth choices
above are difficult to be applied to the current implementa-
tion of Web-based applications.

3. What is QoS for Data Applications?

In this section, we defineQoS (Quality-of-Service)for data
applications. In real-time applications, specifying QoS of
communication services is straight-forward. It can be well-
defined in terms of, e.g., throughput, packet delays and loss
probability, although it is not easy to guarantee the latter two
metrics in general [3]. Further, we have a clear relationship
between the allocated bandwidth and quality perceived by
the user in terms of, e.g., MOS (Mean Opinion Score) val-
ues [8].
How about the case of data applications? Do we have some
performance metrics to define the quality of data communi-
cation services? The answer is probably no. It is because es-
pecially in the case of data communication, many elements
affect its quality; those include

1. the physical distance between sender and receiver,
2. processing for DNS,
3. the transmission capacity of links,
4. packet switching and forwarding at routers,
5. protocol processing at sender and receiver, and
6. application processing.

One may think that the end-to-end delay (e.g., after click-
ing the button in the Web page until the related Web doc-
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ument displayed) is the performance metric of the data ap-
plications. It would be adequate for the data application of
Web browsing. Less than several hundred milliseconds may
be an appropriate parameter value by the author’s personal
feeling. One realization seems to be that the delay is divided
and allocated to each component, and that each component
is designed to assure the allocated delay. However, such an
idea cannot be applied to the heterogeneous network envi-
ronments consisting of various backbone networks, access
networks of ISPs (Internet Service Providers), access lines
of users to ISP, and server/client computers.
To further discuss QoS of data applications, consider the
bandwidth-guaranteed service for data connections. Some
ISP announces that the user can be guaranteed 64 Kbps ac-
cess (in the case of the narrowband ISDN channel). It is
apparently impossible;

1. The number of modem ports prepared by ISP limits the
number of users simaltaneously accessed. It means that
call blockingmay occur when the user accesses ISP.

2. The capacity of the access line between ISP and the
backbone may limit the individual user’s throughput.

3. To guarantee the user’s throughput even on the ac-
cess line, the number of users simultaneously admitted
should be limited. It also leads to call blocking.

4. Item 3 above implies that the throughput larger than 64
Kbps is never allowed.

5. The slow backbone may deteriorate the throughput.

The bandwidth guarantee is only concerned with the access
line between the user and ISP, and it is quite far from the
guaranteed service of data communications.
It is not too much to say that the current Internet is supported
by user’s patience. QoS in data communication services is
probably not to guarantee some performance metrics such
as the end-to-end delay or throughput, but to lower the de-
lay at each component as much as possible withbest-effort.
In other words, we have neither a ultimate nor shorter way
to build the next-generation Internet with high-performance
and high-quality; all that we can do is to make efforts for
improving each network component separately. We then ex-
pect that the entire delay becomes improved as a result.

4. Challenging Problems for the Next-Generation In-
ternet

In this section, we summarize challenging problems for the
next-generation Internet. An intention of this section is to
identify what the WDM layer should support, and what it
need not, or even what it should not.

4.1 Supporting QoS for Real-Time Multimedia

By the Internet community, an effort to establish the
connection-oriented service analogous to the conventional
telephone network has recently been made. It is called ISPN
(Integrated Services Packet Network) [9], [10] or intserv (In-
tegrated Services Architecture) in the IETF [11]. An anal-

ogy to the telephone network means that intserv requires

� an end-to-end signaling protocol, and
� a bandwidth allocation mechanism at the router.

Those are implemented in a form of RSVP [12] and
WFQ [13] (and its variants), respectively. By integrating
those two mechanisms, we have a connection-oriented ser-
vice on the Internet [14], and QoS of real-time multimedia
is guaranteed. One important research area in this field is
that many researches have been neglecting QoS guarantees
at the end hosts. One approach is to utilize the real-time OS
to integrate QoS guarantee mechanisms at end systems and
networks [15].
As intserv is deployed, however, its problem has also been
pointed out. It is scalability. The first scalability problem
exists in the signaling protocol, which should be passed by
all the routers along the path between end systems. The sec-
ond is related to the packet scheduling algorithm of WFQ.
As the number of active connections on the router increases,
processing time at the router is increased.
It follows that differentiated service (or diffserv in short) is
now drawn considerable attention [16]. The diffserv archi-
tecture is not a mechanism to guarantee QoS, but to discrim-
inate the service grade among classes. Thus, the diffserv ar-
chitecture is not a final goal for QoS guarantees of real-time
multimedia. By diffserv, it can be expected that the user who
pays more money can receive better performance. Another
possible application of diffserv is to build VPN (Virtual Pri-
vate Network) by its ability to allocate some portion of the
bandwidth to the class.
The question is whether we need an ISPN-like service in
the current and future Internet or not? It probably depends
on how much real-time multimedia applications will be de-
ployed. If it becomes major in the future Internet, it is valu-
able to invest in the ISPN architecture. Another scenario
we can consider is that at the edge router, we employ the
WFQ-like packet scheduling algorithm to ensure better QoS
of real-time applications. The core router within the net-
work does not discriminate flows under the assumption that
the backbone network becomes sufficiently fast by, e.g., the
photonic technology.

4.2 Building High-Speed Packet-Switching Backbone
Networks

We are now facing a data explosion in the Internet. One
projection states that in the very near future, the data traffic
dominates the network [17]. See Fig. 2. Since its projection
is based on the statistics of mid 90’s when the Internet was
rapidly accepted, the projection is likely to overestimate the
future growth of data traffic. However, the tendency would
continue at least for the time being.
It used to be pointed out that the future killer application
is multimedia applications. However, it is now proven to
be incorrect. The true story is that the killer is a mass
growth of the Internet users. It means that the support of
the connection-oriented service (necessary for the real-time
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Fig. 2: Traffic growth of the Internet.

multimedia requiring large bandwidth) is not mandatory, but
high-speed packet switching for the short-lived connections
is important. Especially on the backbone network, the con-
trol mechanism such as the active queue management re-
quiring per-flow queueing would not be necessary, and in-
stead a capability of fast packet forwarding is expected. In
that sense, WDM (but ATM) is promising for future data
transport network. We will be back on this subject in the
next section.

4.3 Establishing High Performance Transport Protocols

Problems of TCP have been repeatedly pointed out and in
the early 90’s, new light-weight transport protocols have
been actively discussed [18]. Those include NETBLT [19]
and XTP [20]. However, time changes and TCP is now
widely deployed in the operating network. Thus, it now be-
comes difficult for some new protocol (including the modi-
fied version of TCP) to take the place of TCP unless the pro-
tocol designer considers a migration path from the original
TCP. Otherwise, the new protocol would not be received.
One interesting example can be found in the TCP Vegas ver-
sion, which was proposed in [21]. In [21], it is shown that
TCP Vegas can achieve between 40 and 70% better through-
put, with one-fifth to one-half the packet losses, as compared
to the existing TCP Reno version [22]. However, the simu-
lation model in [22] assumes that the link is shared only by
TCP Vegas connections. When those share the link with
TCP Reno connections, however, TCP Reno connections
easily dominate the link and receive much more throughput
than TCP Vegas connections [23]. See Fig. 3. The reason
is that TCP Vegas tries to share the link modestly with other
connections, while TCP Reno increases the window size un-
til the packet is lost. That is, an aggressive increase of the
window size of TCP Reno results in that TCP Reno connec-
tions first grab the link, and TCP Vegas connections miss the
chance to increase its window size.
Fortunately, the role of the receiver in the TCP mechanism
is just to return ACKs (acknowledgements) as the packet is
successfully received. It indicates that we have a chance to
incorporate some modification at the sender side of TCP to
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(b) Comparisons of throughput.

Fig. 3: The upper figure shows the network model where TCP Vegas and
Reno shares the link. The lower figure shows the result. Especially
when the router buffer size becomes large, TCP Reno can attain
much more throughput than TCP Vegas.

improve the performance. Such an example can be found
in [24], [25], where the socket buffer allocated to the TCP
connections is adjusted based on the bandwidth-delay prod-
uct of connections.
As the number of Internet users grows, the congestion con-
trol aspect of TCP has been paid much attention. Namely,
the problem is, say, how 1.5 Mbps link can be shared by a
thousand of users with 64 Kbps access channel. Researches
addressing this aspect of TCP can be found in [26].

4.4 Establishing High Performance End Systems

In the previous subsection, we argued that it is important to
effectively share the link bandwidth by the number of con-
nections. Another important aspect is how to accomplish
the high-speed data transfer between end systems. As we
discussed in Section 3, the delay is incurred at the end sys-
tems in addition to the network. It is partly demonstrated
in Fig. 4y while the delay component at the client side is
not included in the figure. As the figure clearly shows, no

yThe figure is produced by using the data available atftp:
//ftp.telcordia.com/pub/huitema/stats/
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Fig. 4: Delay components of the Web document download. The values in
the figure show the 95 percentile delay in milliseconds from ran-
domly chosen 100 sites.

component dominates the end-to-end delay.
Several commercial products such as Gigabit Ethernet [27]
and MAPOS [28] have already provided the interface ex-
ceeding 1 Gbps to the end system. Especially in such an en-
vironment, the role of end systems becomes important in the
Internet architecture, because protocol processing of upper
layers (transport and application layers) is performed at the
end system. In the projection paper of [29], the gigabit pro-
cessing would be possible even by the conventional Internet
protocol hierarchy. Actually, the gigabit order of throughput
is reaching by the widely used personal computer [30], if an
overhead due to memory copy can be effectively avoided
based on a zero copy technique [31]. However, the method
in [30] adopts a proprietary transport protocol, and more re-
searches should be performed in this area.

4.5 Keeping Fairness among Connections

In the Internet, the congestion control mechanism is per-
formed at end systems. It gives a flexibility in the Internet,
but it also introduces several problems. One such a problem
is fairness. A typical example is that the connections can-
not receive the same throughput as described below. Such
a problem would never occur if the network explicitly allo-
cates the bandwidth to each connection, but the network is
not allowed to actively perform congestion control in the In-
ternet. The fairness problem is one of most important prob-
lems in the Internet, and we believe that it is often more
important than performance issues.

4.5.1 Fairness between TCP and UDP Connections

It is now well known that when TCP and UDP connec-
tions share the link, UDP connections tend to occupy the
link [32]. It is because the UDP connection does not ade-
quately react against the congestion while the TCP connec-
tion does. Figure 5 shows goodput values of UDP and TCP
connections [32], where the simulation setting is as follows.
Three TCP and one UDP connections compete over a con-
gested 1.5 Mbps link. The access links for all senders are
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Fig. 5: UDP connections wastes the link and TCP connections receive un-
fair treatment.

10 Mbps, except that the access link to the receiver of the
UDP flow is 128 Kbps. When the UDP source rate exceeds
128 Kbps, most of the UDP packets will be dropped at the
output port of the link. The vertical axis shows the good-
put defined as the rate successfully delivered to the receiver.
All values given in the figure are defined as a fraction of the
bandwidth of the 10 Mbps link.
We should note here that it is true that most of the currently
available real-time multimedia applications are equipped
with its proprietary delay- and/or rate-adaptive control
mechanisms. See, e.g., [33]. However, it is only for its own
purpose of performing better-quality presentation. Accord-
ingly, a notion ofTCP friendlycongestion control is now
proposed [34], where TCP friendly is defined asa non-TCP
connection should receive the same share of bandwidth as
a TCP connection if they traverse the same path.However,
its definition still contains ambiguity; an appropriate time
scale of the fair share is still not clear, which is important
especially whenTCP-friendlyis applied to real-time multi-
media.

4.5.2 Fairness among TCP flows

Due to an intrinsic nature of the window-based congestion
control mechanism of TCP [22], TCP connections do not re-
ceive the same instantaneous throughput even if connections
share the same end-to-end path. If TCP connections have
different propagation delays, even the long-term throughput
values become different. An experimental example by sim-
ulation is shown in Fig. 6 [35], where ConnectionC1 with
smaller propagation delay clearly obtains the larger through-
put thanC2 with longer one.
More importantly, if the bandwidth values of TCP connec-
tions are different, the relative throughput of TCP connec-
tions against its access link bandwidth are much different.
It means that more bandwidth does not help improve the
throughput. See Fig. 7 for an example result [36]. The ver-
tical axis of the figure shows the relative throughput of the
connection, which is defined as the ratio of the throughput
against the capacity of the input link of the connection. The
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(b) Comparisons of time-transient throughput.

Fig. 6: Comparisons of instantaneous throughput values of TCP connections with different propagation delays. The propagation delay of connectionC2 has
two time larger than that of connectionC1.
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(b) Comparisons of long-term throughput values.

Fig. 7: Comparisons of long-term throughput values of TCP connections with different values of access link capacities.

expectedline shows the ideal values by our definition. Re-
solving this problem is important since the heterogeneous
environment is becoming common as various access meth-
ods of the Internet, such as the ADSL and CATV, are real-
ized.
A main cause of the unfairness in TCP is owing to its AIMD
(additive increase/multiplicative decrease) window updating
algorithm. It was shown in [37] that only AIMD establishes
the fairness among connections. However, the window up-
dating algorithm of TCP is self-clocked. That is, the win-
dow size is only updated as the sender receives ACK from
the receiver, and therefore the window curves of TCP con-
nections with different propagation delays and/or different
access link capacities become different. Then, the window
updating algorithm is now actively studied [38]. Solution
techniques against the unfairness problem mentioned above
and possible limitations are also discussed in the literature,
which will be introduced in the next subsection.

4.6 Reallocating Network Functions

So far, we have emphasized that the fundamental philosophy
of the Internet is that the network is loosely-coupled and the
control is performed in a distributed fashion. Then network
functions such as congestion control is left to the end sys-
tems (i.e., TCP), and the only role of the network is to carry
the bits. Of course, it is a rather philosophical statement
and several control functions are tried to be moved into the
network layer.
Actually, fully distributed control makes it difficult to real-
ize the fair service. It is reported that several end systems
seem to modify the source code of TCP such that even if the
congestion takes place within the network, the window size
is not throttled [39]. Since other TCP connections decrease
the window size according to the congestion control prin-
ciple, congestion is terminated and the modified TCP can
enjoy better performance than others. The network should
take an active queue management for achieving the fair ser-
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vice among TCP connections and eliminating ill-behaved
connections.
The first example is the RED router [40] which avoids the
burst dropping of packets from the same connection. It
results in a fair treatment of connections to some extent.
DRR is another active queue management method to pro-
cess packets with per-flow queueing [41], by which active
connections at the router is fairly treated.
However, the scalability problem exists in the per-flow
queueing. It seems difficult for the core router to maintain
the per-flow queueing and scheduling against thousands of
active flows. On the other hand, the edge router could han-
dle per-flow queueing since the number of active flows is
not very large. Another extreme is an FIFO router where the
packets are simply forwarded in an FIFO manner. As noted
earlier, the primary objective of core routers must be fast
packet forwarding and switching, and therefore the FIFO
scheduling seems to be sufficient. A compromise between
per-flow and FIFO queueing may also be possible while dis-
crimination of flows becomes imperfect. Such examples can
be found in [42].
An ECN mechanism [43] is another example that the net-
work plays an active role against congestion. In ECN,
the router actively returns the congestion information to
the sender so that the congestion relief can be performed
quickly.
We should last recall that too complicated and restrictive
control by the network looses the merit of the Internet and
we need more investigation on this aspect.

4.7 Establishing Network Dimensioning Methods

It is important to provide stable performance to the user.
For this purpose, adequate network dimensioning is neces-
sary. The Erlang loss formula has been providing a powerful
tool for the telephone network, where the following positive
feedback loop is established.

1. Set the target call blocking probability (e.g., 1% during
busiest hours).

2. Estimate the traffic characteristics (e.g., the offered
load and call holding time).

3. Apply the Erlang loss formula in order to determine
the required link capacities (the number of telephone
lines) such that the target call blocking probability can
be fulfilled.

4. Build the network according to the estimated values.
5. Keep the traffic measurement to assess that the target

call blocking probability is satisfied. If not, go back to
Step 3 or 2 to adjust link capacities.

The advantage of the above procedure is owing to the fact
that the Erlang loss formula is robust in the sense that the
distribution of call holding times does not matter. Only a
finite average is necessary.
On the other hand, dimensioning of the data network is not
easy. We have several obstacles.

� We do not have an adequate performance metric to de-
termine the required amount of network resources as
we have addressed in Section 3.

� Even if the performance metric is known, the network
provider has no means to measure it. Only the users
can perceive the performance (e.g., response times of
the Web document retrieval). It is a quite different point
from the traditional telephone network where the net-
work operator can measure the user’s QoS by observ-
ing the number of lost calls. In the data network, the
delay consists of several factors, and the network oper-
ator can only know a part of entire delays.

� A rapid growth of data traffic makes it difficult to pre-
dict the future traffic demand. The various applications
(including the Web-based services and multimedia ap-
plications) have different traffic characteristics. Only
an exception is characteristics of Web documents. See,
e.g., [4] and references therein.

Perhaps, we will not be able to have a theory-based network
dimensioning method like the one in the telephone network.
The traffic measurement then becomes important to estab-
lish the positive feedback loop. In doing so, the following
problems should be resolved.

1. The route is instable [44], which implies that the traffic
load at the link is changed even if the traffic generation
at the source is fixed.

2. Due to the window-based congestion control of TCP,
the packet arriving rate at the link is changed even if
the link is not congested.

3. The packet arriving rate at the link contains the packet
retransmission of TCP. We should eliminate those
packets in estimating an adequate traffic load.

4. In the current Internet, real-time application imple-
ments its proprietary rate control. Even if we can es-
timate the traffic rate of each flow, it is not clear how
much the user is satisfied with the quality.

5. The low utilization of some link might be caused by

a. the congestion control of TCP which keeps the
packet transmission rate low,

b. the low bandwidth of the access line of the user,
or

c. the low computing power of end systems.

Many of current research efforts on traffic measurement
are devoted just to acquire the traffic characteristics on the
link [45]–[48]. More researches are necessary to resolve
the above problems. One point that we should note here is
that for effective and meaningful positive feedback loop, the
flexible bandwidth management is expected. ATM has such
an capability, which is well known as dynamic VP band-
width management [49].

4.8 Establishing A Fundamental Theory for the Network
Researches

The fundamental theory in the data network has been a
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queueing theory during a long time. Its origin can be found
in [50], and its usefulness is needless to say in the field.
However, the queueing theory only reveals the basic prop-
erty of a single entity, corresponding to the packet buffer of
the router in the case of the Internet. We can find the packet
queueing delay and loss probability (for the finite buffer) by
applying the queueing theory. However, as described before,
the QoS metric of the data network is neither packet delay
time nor loss probability at the router. The performance at
the router is an only component of the entire delay. It is a
quite different point from the teletraffic theory (i.e., the Er-
lang loss formula). The derived call blocking probability is
directly related to the user’s perceived performance.
We have another theory, called a queueing network theory,
which treats the network of queues (see, e.g., [51]). How-
ever, it does not reflect the dynamic behavior of TCP, which
is essentially the window-based dynamic congestion con-
trol. We thus need another fundamental theory to model
and evaluate the data network. One promising approach is
a control theory that has an ability to explicitly model the
feedback loop of the congestion control. See, e.g., [52],
[53].
Another important research area is on what kind of perfor-
mance model should be used in evaluating network perfor-
mance. When a new version of TCP is proposed, how can its
effectiveness be convinced? We do not have an appropriate
modeling approach for the world-wide and scalable Internet.
The modeling approach needs to be further researched [54].
We last note that in recent years, a self-similar nature of
the network traffic has been paid much attention [55], and
a fractal queueing theory becomes one of active research
areas [56]. However, the author’s feeling is that it is still
not clear whether we actually need a fractal queueing theory
or not. It is true that the Internet traffic appear to be self-
similar or at least to be heavy-tailed according to the past re-
searches. However, most of traffic characterizations are just
results on traffic measurements. While the self-similarity
was observed on the Ethernet [57], it includes effects of the
data link layer protocol (i.e., CSMA/CD of the Ethernet) and
the transport layer protocol (i.e., TCP). That is, it does not
directly mean that the packet arrival at, e.g., the router shows
self-similarity. Other examples can be found in the case of
the file transfer time on the Internet [58] and Web docu-
ments [4], [59]. Just an indication drawn from those results
is that the distribution of file sizes follows the heavy-tailed
distribution [60], and is not directly related to the modeling
of the self-similarity of the packet arrival. Another attention
is necessary; most of past results has shown that the heavy-
tailed distribution is only exhibited if we look at the tail dis-
tribution. An entire distribution often has a finite mean of
log-normal distribution [4].

5. Architectural Considerations on IP over WDM Net-
works

Keeping challenging problems raised in the previous section
in mind, we now discuss IP over WDM networks. Since we
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Fig. 9: Structure ofwavelength router [62].

have several excellent papers for IP over WDM networks
(see, e.g., [5], [61]), our discussion below is mainly devoted
to architectural considerations.

5.1 Four Alternatives of IP over WDM Networks

For building the IP over WDM network, we have several
alternatives. Typical structures are shown in Fig. 8. The
first choice shown in Fig. 8(a) provides the WDM link be-
tween adjacent electronic routers. This approach does not
utilize the WDM networking technology, but by introduc-
ing the wavelength multiplexing technology, the link capac-
ity is certainly increased by the number of wavelengths on
the fiber. However, it is insufficient to resolve an explosion
of traffic demands since it is likely to result in that the bot-
tleneck is only shifted to an electronic router.
To relax the bottleneck at the router, an introduction of op-
tical switches has actively been discussed. By utilizing the
optical switch, we can have the wavelength routed network,
where wavelength paths are established on the physical net-
work by only using optical switches and bypassing elec-
tronic routers (Fig. 8(b)). Here, the physical network means
an actual network consisting of the optical nodes and the
optical-fiber links connecting nodes. Each optical switches
directly connects an input wavelength to an output wave-
length, by which no electronic packet processing is neces-
sary at that node. Then, the wavelength path can be set up di-
rectly between two nodes via one or more optical switches.
An example structure of the optical node is shown in Fig. 9.

A set of the wavelength paths and optical nodes constitutes
the WDM-based logical network. An example is shown
in Fig. 10. The physical network consists of five optical
nodes, and each fiber has two wavelengths of�1 and�2
(Fig. 10(a)). By establishing the wavelength-routed network
as in Fig. 10(b), we have the logical topology consisting
of wavelength paths as illustrated in Fig. 10(c), showing a
logical view of the underlying network to the IP routers.
In Fig. 10(c), the direct wavelength path is set up by us-
ing wavelength�2 from nodeN1 to nodeN3, by which the
processing for packet forwarding at nodeN2 is not neces-
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Fig. 10: Physical and logical topologies.

sary. There is no direct wavelength path for packets from
nodeN1 toN4. It is because the wavelength is not available
to establish the wavelength path, and therefore, those pack-
ets should be passed to the electronic router at nodeN3 for
further forwarding the packets destined for nodeN 4 (see the
lower part of Fig. 9). By comparing Figs. 10(a) and 10(b),
however, it is apparent that required packet processing at the
router can be reduced by introducing the optical switches.
Furthermore, the logical topology provided to IP tends to
have a larger number of degrees at each node, leading to less
hop counts of IP routes. It is desirable since the processing
overhead at IP routers can be alleviated.
We note here that in the above example, we do not con-
sider the wavelength changes at the optical switch. If it be-
comes available, more flexible wavelength routing can be
achieved [63]. We further note that the other structure of op-
tical nodes can also be considered, but the above-mentioned
node architecture is preferable since there is no need to mod-
ify the IP mechanism of the electronic routers.
While a lot of research works have been devoted to the log-
ical topology design method for wavelength-routed WDM
networks (see the survey papers [62], [64] and references
therein), it is still not clear how much the increased number
of wavelengths can reduce the requirement on the process-
ing overhead of the electronic router. See, e.g., [65].
The IP over WDM network based on the MPLS technology
is recently discussed in the IETF [66] (Fig. 8(c)). The differ-
ence from the previous case (Fig. 8(b)) is that the network is

internally constituted only by the wavelength paths. By op-
tical switching, higher performance can be expected by this
structure. For this purpose, however, the wavelength path
for every node pairs should be established, and too much
wavelengths are necessary to establish such a network [63].
In MPLS, the LSR (Label Distribution Protocol) is defined
for binding the label and the actual path. In MPLS-based
WDM networks, the label and path correspond to the wave-
length and the optical path. By comparing with the MPLS-
based WDM network, the previous approach takes a com-
promise; the logical topology consisting of the wavelength
paths is established by using the available wavelengths as
much as possible. If the direct wavelength path cannot be
set up between two nodes, two or more wavelength paths
are used for packets to reach the destination.
The last one is to provide the packet switching network
within the WDM layer. One promising approach is optical
burst switching [67]. When the burst arrives at the sender,
it requests the optical path between source and destination
nodes. After the path is established, the sender transmits
the burst (Fig. 11). In this way, there is no need to buffer
the burst within the network, and is suitable to the photonic
network where the optical memory is difficult to be imple-
mented. The figure shows the case where the wavelength
is reserved in the forward direction. A variant exists; in
the forward direction, only the availability of wavelengths
are checked and the wavelength is actually reserved in the
backward direction. The disadvantage of the optical burst
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Fig. 11: Optical burst switching: the case of forward reservation.

switching is that it is apparently not suitable to the short-
lived connections since the two-way propagation delay to
reserve the wavelength becomes an overhead. However, it
must be one of promising methods for the future data trans-
port.

5.2 Functional Partitioning for IP over WDM Networks

In this subsection, we discuss the appropriate choice of the
IP over WDM network architecture by taking account of
the challenging problems described in the precious section.
Functional partitioning is an essential issue to be taken into
account.
The WDM network can provide a solution for the first prob-
lem; providing the very large bandwidth and high switching
capacity. How about other problems such as the congestion
control and fairness control with per-flow queueing? Prob-
ably, the WDM network should not provide solutions for
those problems. It should be devoted to carry the packets
as fast as possible, and the other service-specific processing
should be left to the edge routers (or access networks) [68].
To further discuss the above problem, we again recall the
history of ATM. ATM has a capability of providing various
network functions such as

1. connection establishment by signaling protocols,
2. congestion control,
3. routing control, and
4. reliability control.

Since IP is connectionless, the connection establishment
control is not necessary. An exception is the application
that needs the connection establishment such as the real-
time multimedia. However, it is not likely that each real-
time connection needs one wavelength since its bandwidth is
too large for the single connection. Further, IP has the rout-
ing control mechanism and TCP does the congestion control
mechanism.
In the standardization effort in the ATM Forum, the con-
gestion control for the ATM ABR service class became a
hot topic, and the rate-based congestion control mechanism
was defined as a standard [69]. However, we faced with a

difficult problem that if ATM is applied to IP, distinct two
layers (ATM ABR service class and TCP) provide the sim-
ilar mechanism. If both of two mechanisms work well, a
very effective use of the network resources can be expected.
The true story was different. If we tune the control param-
eters of rate-based congestion control in ATM properly, the
TCP over ABR service works quite well [70]. If it fails,
on the other hand, the result is worse than that with no
control mechanism. More importantly, in the standardiza-
tion process of the rate-based congestion control, the major-
ity of short-lived connections in the Internet was not fully
taken into account. Since ATM is essentially connection-
oriented, the long-lived connection is expected. The fre-
quently changes of the active connections in the actual In-
ternet must give an ill-effect on the network performance.
We therefore conclude that network functionalities such as
the routing and congestion control mechanisms should be
left to the upper layers (i.e., TCP/IP) and the WDM layer
should not provide those functions. Only an exception must
be a reliability control. Of course, IP’s routing function
takes account of the reliability, which is just a reason that
ARPANET (the origin of the Internet) was introduced [1].
However, its reaction against the network failure is slow (in
the order of 10 seconds) while WDM has an ability to offer
the protection mechanism in the order of ten milliseconds.
Accordingly, if the number of wavelengths is sufficiently
large, some portion can be used as protection paths [71].
Even if all the paths are not protected, IP is able to recover
from network failures.
Thus, the next step towards IP over WDM networks must
be how the logical topology of the WDM network is estab-
lished with consideration on network reliability. For this
purpose, we have several problems.

1. We need to establish a logical topology design method
with reliability. Constraints on the number of wave-
lengths on the fiber and the technological availability
of optical switches should be taken into account.

2. Does the protection mechanism of WDM have to cover
all reliability issues? And, should the restoration mech-
anism [72] be also considered?

In addition to the above problem, network dimensioning
should also be carefully treated. In the logical topology
design algorithm of WDM networks, the traffic load is as-
sumed to be given a priori in bps or pps (packet per sec-
ond). We need an effective way of the network dimension-
ing method suitable for IP over WDM networks. In dimen-
sioning the Internet, the positive feedback loop is manda-
tory. In IP over WDM networks, it should be implemented
in the wavelength and routing assignment mechanism. A
flexible bandwidth management mechanism is also neces-
sary to increase/decrease the bandwidth of paths. Those are
important future research topics.

6. Concluding Remarks

For concluding remarks, we want to raise several myths for
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the next-generation Internet, which we have already dis-
cussed in this paper.

� Performance metrics of QoS parameters in data net-
works are packet delay and loss probability at the
router.

� QoS of data networks is to guarantee the application
level delays.

� We have a queueing theory for the data network, which
corresponds to a teletraffic theory for the telephone net-
work.

� If TCP connections follow the standard congestion
control mechanism, the fairness can be achieved among
those TCP connections.

� Since TCP has a congestion control capability, the net-
work support is not necessary.

� Since TCP is an old protocol, we need a new light-
weight high-performance protocol.

� By introducing a WDM technology, the network band-
width can be increased by the number of wavelengths.

� Multi-layer control of the network can always lead to
the high performance network.

� A Poissonian traffic is old and it is always necessary to
consider a self-similar nature of the Internet traffic.

Note that above statements are the author’s opinions and
several statements may not be widely accepted.
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